Linotype Models
Thanks to Leonard Spencer, San Rafael, California for supplying documents containing most of
the following information. The documents were primarily evaluations of the competition written by
the Intertype Corporation in the 40's for their sales force. Leonard Spencer passed away on
January 24, 2001. He will be missed.
The first Linotype was designed by Mergenthaler in 1884. The matrices were stamped on the
edges of upright bars, each bar containing the letters of the entire alphabet. Two of these
machines were built.
In 1885 Mergenthaler brought out his machine with but one character stamped on each matrix,
and this was the real beginning of the Linotype as a commercial proposition. More than 200 of
these machines were built, ten of which were sent to England. The first four were installed in the
New York Tribune in July 1886.
Many different slug composing machine models have been marketed by the Linotype Company.
They are: Square Base Model, Models 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 (single magazine 8 and two-magazine
8), 9, 10, 11, 12, 14 (single magazine 14 and two-magazine 14), 14 (new style with three side
magazines), 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26 and 26 (with three side magazines), 27, 28,
29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35 and 36.
In addition, Models K, L, M, The Ideal, The Special, The Junior Linotype, a Lead and Rule
Caster, the All-Purpose Linotype and the Model 13 (German) and Models 48 and 50 (English.)
Models 6, 7, 11 and 12 were exactly like Models 4, 5, 8 and 9 respectively, except that the
former set slugs up to 36 ems wide and the latter up to 30 ems.
The above list does not include the various equipment combinations marketed under model
numbers. For example, the Model 14 was marketed with 90-channel magazine, 72-90 channel
magazines, both with and without side units. In many cases, the present-day models were not as
originally introduced; notably Models, 8 and 14.

DESCRIPTION OF LINOTYPE MODELS
Square Base Model
Introduced 1890.
Replaced 1892 by the Model 1.
The Square base machine was a redesign of the initial air blast machine with a configuration
similar to all later linotypes.
Model 1
One Magazine
Introduced August 1892.
Replaced in February 1902 by the Model 3.
The Model 1, which was the first really successful Linotype, was brought out in 1892. About
6000 were sold throughout the world. The machines chief characteristic was its narrow magazine.
Because the magazine was narrow, its range was limited to matrices not larger than 11 point
because the channels the magazine were so close together that there was not space enough for
thick matrices to slide down side by side. Its magazine was not of the quick change type: It could
be changed from the rear, but the operation required the services of two men, was hard work and
took about an hour. The Model 1 was inaccessible. It was difficult to get at and replace the cams,
keyrods, verges, etc., and breakages at busy moments often resulted in expensive losses of time.
The Model 1 had the old style channel entrance-that is, a channel entrance was attached to
each magazine. The magazine was not interchangeable with that of any other model.
The machine sold for $3150, and was leased for six-year periods at an annual rental of $550;

Model 2 (Mixer)
Two Magazines
Introduced February 1903.
Replaced in March 1906 by the Model 4.
The Model 2 was the first two-magazine machine.
It was not as successful as some of the other models, chiefly because its double magazine
mechanism was complicated. Many of the Model 2's had the lower magazine out of use entirely or
it was used only rarely for headlines, etc., and not for straight composition.
In selling double magazine machines, particularly the Model 4, Mergenthaler, salesmen often
contended that the lower magazine was practically as fast as the upper. This contention was not
entirely true as any operator knows and as anyone could understand after seeing the machine in
operation. The assembling of lower magazine matrices was necessarily slow; because they had to
first travel along a horizontal matrix delivery belt and then slide, one by one, down a chute leading
to the assembling elevator. Besides, the matrices in the course of their long journey to the
assembling point were apt to clog, either on the horizontal matrix delivery belt or in the chute. In
either case it was difficult to get them out.
The change from one magazine to the other was practically instantaneous, unless something
went wrong, being accomplished by the movement of a small lever at the operator's right.
The upper magazine could be removed from the rear, by two men, but it was a difficult and
time-consuming task.
The lower magazine was several inches shorter than the upper, holding only sixteen matrices
instead of the usual twenty. This, of course, greatly reduced the speed of this magazine,
particularly on wide measures, because the operator was frequently forced to wait for one line to
partially distribute before he call set the next.
The escapements of both magazines were actuated by one set of keyrods. This was made
possible by having the lower magazine verges on top of the magazine instead of below it. When
the upper magazine was in operation the lower magazine escapements were locked, and vice
versa, this locking and unlocking being the function of the lever by which the operator made the
change.
Distribution on the Model 2 was automatic that is, the matrices from both magazines could be
mixed in the same line, if desired, and the distributing mechanism will separate them. There were
two separate distributors-two boxes, two rails and two sets of screws. Lower magazine matrices
pass through the upper distributor box, but instead of passing on to the upper rail they dropped

through a chute to the lower box, from which they passed to the screws in the usual manner. The
separation of the lower magazine matrices from the upper, in the upper distributor box, was
effected by means of a large beveled notch cut out of the bottom of each lower magazine matrix.
Matrices having this beveled notch could be run in an upper magazine or in a single magazine
machine by use of a special attachment, but matrices without the beveled notch cannot be run in a
lower magazine.
Faces smaller than 8 point were particularly troublesome in a lower magazine because of their
lightness. The upper magazine had the old style channel entrance and was interchangeable with
the Model 3 magazines of that kind. The lower magazine of Model 2 was not interchangeable with
that of any other model. There were no special differences between the casting mechanism of the
single and double magazine machines.
The Model 2 sold for $3600. It was superseded by the Model 4, another double magazine
Linotype, having so-called "quick change" magazines and other improvements.

Model 3
One Magazine
Introduced February 1902.
Superseded in 1906 by the Model 5.
This was the second single magazine model. It was often called "the pica machine," because it
was the first having a magazine wide enough to accommodate 12 point and larger faces.
Comparatively few Model 3's were sold, because the machine was soon superseded by the Model
5.
Some Model 3's have the old style channel entrance-that is, the channel entrance was attached
to the magazine.
These magazines were interchangeable with the upper magazine of Model 2. Later Model 3's
carry the new style channel entrance-one channel entrance, attached to the machine, serving for
all magazines. Magazines of the latter class were not interchangeable with those of any other
machine.
A few rebuilt Model 3's have been sold, and quite a number have been rebuilt into Model 5's
both in the Linotype factory and by outsiders. The latter practice was discouraged until the coming
of the Intertype, and they still prefer to accept the old machine in part payment toward a new one
of the later model.
The price of the Model 3 was $3150.

Model 4 (Mixer)
Two Magazines
Introduced November 1906.
All statements made in the preceding paragraphs under the heading "Model 2 Linotype,"
beginning with the second paragraph, apply also to the Model 4, excepting those regarding the
removal of magazines. There were also a few minor differences between the two models.
The Model 4 was the first "quick change" double magazine Linotype. its upper magazine was
removable from the front, and one man could make the change. On the Model 4 it was necessary
to lock the matrices in, this being accomplished by thrusting a small locking bar through the
bottom of the magazine. This does not require much time unless the locking bar was stopped by
some matrix which had stuck in the bottom of the magazine. After getting the locking bar in place
the operator must raise the bottom of the magazine a few inches, by means of two levers at the
sides of the machine, when it was possible to slide the magazine down and off.
The lower magazine was removed from the rear, and it was possible to change it while the
upper magazine was in use. This feature was much talked about by the Linotype people. The
Model 4 lower magazine was short, like that of Model 2.
The machine carried an automatic sorts stacker and a water cooled mold disk as standard
equipment. The latter was added only after the beginning of Intertype competition. The lower
magazine distributor was somewhat more accessible than that of Model 2. The upper magazine
was interchangeable with those of Models 5. 6, 7 (upper), 8, 11, 14, 18 and 19; the lower
magazine was interchangeable with the lower magazine of Model 7.

Model 5
One Magazine
Introduced February 1906.
This machine was very similar to the Intertype, with "A" Equipment. It was the Linotype
Company's first "quick change" single magazine model.
The magazine of the Model 5 was removable from the front in the same manner as the upper
magazine of the Model 4. The machine carried an automatic sorts stacker and a water cooled
mold disk as standard equipment when specified, these features having been added since the
Intertype was introduced.
Used and Rebuilt Model 5's
Attention was called to the fact that some tired or rebuilt Model 5's carry a factory number below
that of the first Model 5 which was shipped from the Linotype Factory. This was conclusive
evidence that the machine originally was either a Model 1 or Model 3. The first Model 5 was No.
9851 and was shipped in February 1906.
Keep this in mind, and, when in competition with a used or rebuilt Model 5, caution the prospect
in a pleasant way to see that the factory number of the Model 5 offered was not below No. 9851.

Model 6
One Magazine
Introduced January 1908.
This machine was simply a wide measure Model 5-that is, it will cast slugs up to 36 ems wide
instead of up to 30 ems.

Model 7 (Mixer)
Two Magazines
Introduced October 1907.
This machine was simply a wide measure Model 4 - that is, it will cast slugs up to 36 ems wide
instead of up to 30 ems.

Model 8 (Old Style)
Three Magazines
Introduced June 1911.
The Model 8 three-magazine and Model 9 four-magazine Linotypes were brought out
simultaneously in 1911. Both have been pushed hard, and a large number of them were now in
operation.
The Model 8 carried three superimposed magazines. These rest in a movable frame which
could be raised of, lowered by the operator to bring any one of them into operative position. One
distributor serves for all three magazines; consequently, it was necessary to wait for all the
matrices of one magazine to distribute before changing to another.
The escapement mechanism was complicated. To make the connection between any one of the
three sets of escapements and the one set of keyrods, ninety crescent-shaped operating levers
were necessary. These were pivoted at one end, actuated by the keyrods in the middle and act
upon the escapements with the other end. These ninety extra moving parts and the lost motion
which they involve, constitute one of the objections to the Model 8. Not only were there more parts
in each train of connections between the keyboard and the escapement verge, but the action was
harder, owing to stiffer escapement springs and the short leverage at which the verge was
actuated.
All of the magazines of this machine were alike and interchangeable with each other and with
the magazines of Models 4 (upper), 5, 6, 7 (upper), 11, 14, 18 and 19. The top magazine was
removable from the front, as on the Model 5. but not quite as easily. To remove the middle
magazine the upper escapement block must be removed from the machine and the upper
magazine and its frame jacked up.
The lower magazine was no more removable than the pot jacket; it was easier to run the
matrices out and run in another set. The fact that this third magazine was not easily removable
was a serious fault of the Model 8. Linotype salesmen get around it by stating that every office had
at least one face which must always be kept on the machine, and that this face could be run in the
third magazine.
To change from one to another of the three magazines carried by the Model 8 the operator
turns a small wheel, provided with a convenient handle, located at his right. Ten revolutions of the
wheel made the change from one magazine to the next. Twenty revolutions were necessary in
changing from the first to the third magazine, or vice versa. At the beginning of each change, two
automatic safety devices come into play. One was a strip of metal which slips down over the

bottom of the magazine and warns the operator if any matrix was projecting. The other was a
similar strip which passes in against the distributor bar, between the screws, and warns him if any
matrices were on the bar. it was impossible to make a change of magazine, if everything was
working properly, until both the distributor bar and the bottom of the magazine were clear.
All of these extra parts were apt to get out of order. Sometimes a matrix projects from the
bottom of the magazine and the safety device falls to work. Then if the magazines are,
descending, the offending matrix may get caught in such a way as to raise one of them from its
escapements. In such a case all of the matrices in that magazine at once slide out on to the floor.
If there were matrices on the distributor bar when the change was started, and the safety guillotine
falls to work, the result was a number of troublesome wrong fonts.
The casting mechanism of the Model 8 was exactly like that of any Linotype. Equipment
included in the machine's price consists of three magazines, three fonts of matrices, three molds,
water cooled disk, and sectional universal ejector.

Model 8 (New Style)
Three Magazines
The new style 8 was practically the same as the old style except the magazines. They have
been improved by a new locking escapement mechanism which had a special automatic lever.
This machine will carry 3 split magazines. The magazine frame opens up in sort of a fan shape.
This model was also offered to the trade as a 72-90 channel machine.

Model 9 (Mixer)
Four Magazines
Introduced May, 1911
This machine carried four magazines. These do not move tip and down, as on the Model 8. They were
all removable from the front, the change requiring four or five minutes, and were interchangeable with each
other but not with those of any other models.
The assembling mechanism was cumbersome. The connection between the one set of keyrods and the
four sets of escapements was made by a set of ninety straight rods, which could be moved up and down to
engage with the escapements of any of the magazines. It was by shifting these connecting rods that the
change of magazine was effected, the operation being performed by a ]ever at the operator's right.
The same spaceband release was used with all the magazines, and this was the source of another
difficulty. Since the magazines lay one above the other, and do not move up and down, it was obvious that
matrices from the top magazine cannot drop to the assembling elevator as quickly as matrices from the
bottom magazine. Simply because they have several inches further to drop. Consequently, matrices from
the bottom magazine were apt to get down ahead of the spaceband, although released after the
spaceband was touched. Likewise, matrices from the top magazine often arrive after the spaceband was in
the assembling elevator although released before it. It was impossible to remedy this difficulty, as the
spaceband release could be timed for only one of the four magazines.
The faceplate of the Model 9 could be swung back to expose the top of the keyrods, the connecting rods,
and the bottoms of the magazines. This must be done in order to remove a magazine.
The complications of the Model 9 distributor were such as to make the machine a source of much trouble
in some shops. There were four distributor rails, four sets of screws, and five distributor boxes. The first
distributor box was called the primary distributor. its function being to direct the matrices to the distributor
accompanying the magazines in which they belong. This was accomplished by means of small bridges
placed in the primary distributor, over which the matrices ride or straddle according to the way they were
notched. When a matrix reaches the proper point in the primary distributor it falls down a chute to the
distributor box of the magazine in which it belongs, when it, was distributed in the usual manner. When one
of the four distributors stop. they ,all stop. To reach one distributor it, was necessary to lift. the heavy frame
which supports them all. The four sets of channel entrances were also all in one frame and all must he
raised together to reach the top of any of the magazines.

Model 10
One Magazine
Introduced June, 1911
Obsoleted 1913

This was a small single magazine machine, designed for offices unable to pay the Linotype
Company's high price for a Model 5. It was no longer manufactured, having been superseded by
Model 15. As an excuse for placing a comparatively low price upon it, and at the same time to
prevent its interfering with the sale of higher priced machines, the Model 10 was given certain
limitations, both as to speed and range. Its magazine will hold only fourteen matrices to the
channel instead of the usual twenty. This so reduces its speed that it could never be sold to any
but very small shops. The range of the Model 10, like that of Model 1, was limited to faces not
larger than 11 point.

Model 11
Three Magazines
Introduced August, 1911

This machine was simply a wide measure Model 8-that is, it will set slugs up to 36 ems wide,
instead of up to 30 ems.

Model 12 (Mixer)
Four Magazines
Introduced March, 1913

This machine was simply a wide measure Model 9

Model 13 Linotype-German

This was the old Ideal model arranged with two magazines instead of one, with a larger number
of channels in the magazine, unit carrying only 15 characters per channel
A translation of the German description appearing in the advertising folder was as follows:
Multi-magazine Linotype "Ideal" with enlarged keyboard (124 key buttons) and wide magazine.
The old Multi-magazine Linotype "Ideal" had been reconstructed and improved in this model. The
keyboard was made wider, i.e., 34 buttons have been added, the magazine being widened and
the distributor lengthened. The magazines hold from Nonpareil to middle size characters, accents,
Sorts, etc., could also be used within certain limits making this machine especially useful in its
new form.
All Linotypes now have safety devices for protecting the fingers, a water cooling system and an
improved spaceband

Model K
Two Magazines,
Introduced February, 1913

This machine was brought out for the purpose of meeting the competition of the Intertype. It was
really, a rebuilt Model 1, but sometimes other models were rebuilt into, K's, and probably some of
the machines were mostly new. The change of magazine was effected in much the same way as
on the Model 8, but it was necessary for the operator to leave his seat. The upper magazine was
removable from the front; the lower does not come off easily.
The escapement mechanism of the Model K had the same drawbacks as that of the Model 8.
There were a large number of extra parts to get out of order and one more break in the string of
connections between keyboard and verge.
The magazines were narrow, giving the machine the limited range of Models 1 and 10.
Equipment of the Model K includes two fonts of matrices, two molds, (new), and a new set of
spacebands.
Range of Model K
Linotype Models K and 10 have the same range of faces as the old Model 1, namely, 5 to 11
point, inclusive. This limitation was an important drawback of these models, particularly the Model
K. A few larger faces, including the, following, "can be made to run" in the models mentioned:
12 pt. Gothic No. 1
12 pt. Gothic No. 5
12 pt. Gothic No. 5 with Gothic No. 1
12 pt. Gothic Condensed No. 2
14 pt. Gothic Condensed No. 2
12 pt. Condensed Title No. I
12 pt. Condensed Title No. 2
12 pt. DeVinne Condensed
12 pt. Elzevir
12 pt. Clarendon No. 1.
12 pt. Antique Condensed No. 1.

Model 14 (Old Style)
Three Magazines with One Side Magazine
Introduced July 1914

This machine was first exhibited at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York, in April 1914. It was
very similar to the Model 8, having three magazines, a Model 8 changing mechanism universal
ejector, water cooled mold disk etc.
The main feature of the machine was a narrow auxiliary magazine, placed besides the three
regular magazines and in a plane with them. The matrices contained in this auxiliary magazine
were released by means of an escapement mechanism connected directly (that is, without a
keyboard cam action) to a series of key buttons, somewhat like those, on an adding machine, but
arranged vertically. The distributor bar of the machine and the distributor screws were elongated
to cover the auxiliary magazines. The latter contains twenty-eight channels. Besides using
ordinary Linotype matrices, it could carry large display characters up to 42 or 48 point set-wise.
These large matrices have of lugs, and thus each character occupied two channels. The machine
was designed to set headletter or large advertising figure display composition in connection with
its regular work. Since the matrices from the auxiliary magazine must be carried to the assembling
mechanism by means of an auxiliary matrix delivery belt, it was obviously impossible to assemble
them at any considerable speed particularly large characters. Many operators prefer to assemble
the matrices by hand from an automatic sorts stacker, and either lift them from the second
elevator by hand or allow them to run down to the stacker. The auxiliary magazine could be
changed very readily, and there was a rack fit the rear of the machine for carrying extra
magazines, The auxiliary keyboard was a punch-board with two sets of key buttons,
superimposed, so, that it change from one to the other could be made very easily.

Model 14 (Later Style)
The later style was equipped to carry split magazines, which could be more readily removed.
The side magazine, was a wide type with a special lever which cuts off the main keyboard cap
side, and allows the operator to use the side magazine by operating from the main keyboard. The
mechanism used to operate; the, side unit from the main keyboard was of a complicated
construction.
February 1; 1930 a new style 34-channel (11 1/4 inches wide) three side magazine, unit, was,
introduced. The first single keyboard Model 14 carried serial number 33590. All prior side
magazines had 28 channels. This 28-channel side magazine was 7 3/4 inches wide.
This machine was also offered to the, trade as a 72-90 channel machine.
All Model 14's carrying serial. No. 46706 and above were equipped with the so-called wide 34channel side magazines. These magazines were not interchangeable with the so-called 34channel, narrow side magazines, which were applied on all Model 14's carrying serial No. 33590
up to serial No. 46706.

Model 15
One Magazine
Introduced October, 1913

This machine superseded the Model 10. It had the same kind of a short magazine, removable
from the front and limited to 14 matrices to the channel. It will carry faces from 5 point to 14 point,
inclusive, and the Linotype Companies circulars state that at a slight additional cost it may be
equipped to carry faces up to 36 point.

Model 16 (Mixer)
Two Magazines
Introduced April, 19l6

This was a two-magazine machine resembling in a general way, the Model 9, but having special
magazines which were not interchangeable with the 9 or with, any other machine.
The magazines do not move up and down in a frame as on Models 8 and K. To change from
one magazine to the other the operator presses a key at the right of the keyboard and the
Mergenthaler advertising states that the change was so quick that operation from both magazines
was continuous. Both magazines were of standard length, and were about three inches wider than
any linotype magazines heretofore made. The increased width was necessary to allow the
matrices from the lower magazine to pass between the keyboard rods.
Distribution was accomplished in about the same way as on the Model 9. The matrices first
pass through a primary distributor, which separates them and allows them to drop through to the
distributor box of the magazine in which they belong.

Model 17 (Mixer)
Two Magazines with One Side Magazine
Introduced April, 1916

This machine was similar to Model 16, but carried the auxiliary magazine attachment. Its regular
magazines were wider than standard, for the reason noted under "Model 16 Linotype (Mixer)." As
on the Model 14, the auxiliary magazine carried twenty-eight channels, which were used for
matrices of any size, including condensed caps, fonts of large display faces, accented characters,
advertising figures, headletter, etc. As on the Model 14, the auxiliary magazine keyboard was a
punch-board with one set of keys placed over the other in such a way that two layouts for the
auxiliary magazine could be on the machine at the same time. The auxiliary magazines were
removed from the front, and there was a rack at the rear of the machine for storing three extra
magazines. The auxiliary magazines were also interchangeable with those used on Models 14
and 19.

Model 18
Two Magazines
Introduced April, 1916

This was the two-magazine Model 5, its magazines being interchangeable with those used on
Model 4 (upper), 5, 6, 7 (upper), 8, 14 and 19. Changes of magazine were made in the same way
as on the Model K Linotype, and the magazines were independently removable from the front of
the machine. The machine carried the sectional universal ejector, water-cooled mold disk,
universal knife block, and double deck sorts stacker.

Model 19
Two Magazines with One Side Magazine
Introduced April. 1916

The Model 19 was simply a Model 18 with the auxiliary magazine attachment. Matrices from the
auxiliary magazine could be mixed in the same line with matrices from either one of the regular
magazines, but all must be distributed before a change of the regular magazines was made.

Model 20
One Magazine
Introduced April, 1917

The Model 20 was a single magazine display machine, patterned after the Model 5, with a
magazine carrying seventy-two (72) channels and a keyboard of seventy-two (72) keys. It will not
set a face larger than a fat 24 point. The magazines were only half the length of the standard
magazines.

Model 21 (Old Style)
One Magazine
Introduced April, 1921

Model 21 was a single magazine machine which accommodates either full-length or split
magazines of seventy-two channels. The same as those used on the Model 20. The keyboard had
seventy-two keys. The machine was equipped with two channel entrance frames, one of which
could be swung out of and the other into operative position. When setting faces no larger than
those carried on the Model 20, the machine was operated just as was the Model 20. To set faces
beyond this range, that is, up to full 36 point, the channel entrance frames were shifted, and a
lever at the side of the keyboard was moved. The movement of the lever automatically locks
seventeen of the keys which leaves fifty-five of them in the operative position. In setting these
extended faces, fifty-five of the magazine channels were used. A matrix galley attached to the
face of each magazine accommodates sorts characters.

Model 21 (Later Style)

Same as old 21, except it carried 3 magazines full length or split.

Model 22 (Old Style)
One Magazine with One Side Magazine
Introduced November, 1920

Model 22 was substantially the same as Model 21, with the addition of an auxiliary attachment
which accommodates the characters that run as sorts on the Model 21. Auxiliary magazines also
accommodate full sets of advertising figures or complete headletter fonts of twenty-eight
characters. The auxiliary keyboard was located at the right of the main keyboard. Auxiliary
magazines were interchangeable with all other Linotype auxiliary magazines of twenty-eight
channels.
The full length magazines of both models provide full channels of text matrices.

Model 22 (Later Style)

Same as old 22, except that it carried 3 magazines full length or split. The side unit was
operated in the same manner as the new style Model 14.
All machines with higher serial numbers than 46700 (approximate) were equipped with wide 34channel side magazines. This type of side magazine was not interchangeable with the so-called
narrow, 34-channel type.

Model 24 (Mixer)
Four Magazines with Four Side Magazines
Introduced 1920

The Model 24 was equipped with four molds.
The Model 24 Linotype was placed on exhibition in New York in April 1920.
The Model 24 Linotype was conceived as a display composing machine and was offered to the
trade as the latest development in the art for text and ad display composition, up to a wide 36
point. face. It was a further extension of the Model 9 and carried four magazines in its main
magazine construction and four magazines in its side magazine construction.
On close investigation it was found that this Model 24 Linotype was of a very complicated
construction.

Model 25 (Mixer)
Two Magazines
Introduced April 1924

This was a two-magazine mixer machine, resembling in a general way the Model 16. but using,
as their advertisement claims, Model 5 magazines fit either the upper or lower position. Magazines
may be split or full length, in either or both positions.
In order to bring the magazines in operating position, the shift lever was placed in a convenient
position for use by the operator.
Distribution was accomplished by the use of two distributors, the matrices first passing through
a primary distributor and the separation was accomplished by an extra cut in the bottom of the
matrix.
The claim was made that all Linotype matrices will run in this machine it this extra cut in the
matrix was provided.
In 1927, a new design of distributor box was introduced. The change was in the upper or
primary box only, which had been made very much like old Model 2. The lower box remains the
same.
With this change Models 25 and 26 compare with Model 4, except that the shift on Model 4 was
much more simple.
This model was also offered to the trade as a 72-90 channel machine.

Model 26 (Mixer)
Two Magazines with Two Side Magazines
Introduced April, 1924

This machine was similar to Model 25, but carried two auxiliary magazines, one over the other,
and the claim was made that the auxiliary magazines were interchangeable with the auxiliary
magazines of Models 14 and 22. Main magazines were interchangeable and may be either split or
full length.
Mixing was accomplished in the side magazines, in the same manner as in the main magazine
and there was a similar shift for moving the side magazine, as in the case of the main magazines
in order to bring the magazine into operating position.
In other words, the range of face claimed for this machine was similar to that of the Model 14.
On this machine only one keyboard was provided, and the method of securing matrices from
the side magazines was accomplished in the same manner as in the Model 14. The same
complications apparent in the side unit mechanism of the Model 14 and 22 ate found in this
machine.
This model was also offered to the trade as a 72-90 channel machine.
All machines with higher serial numbers than 46700 (approximate) were equipped with wide 34channel side magazines. This type of side magazine was not interchangeable with the so-called
narrow, 34-channel type.

Model 27*
Introduced April 1935

This was a one, two or, three main-magazine machine equipped with extra wide 72-channel
lightweight split magazines similar to our three-magazine Model 11. Tire magazines were 5%
incites wider than the old style 72-channel magazines, and could be altered to interchange with
Models 33, 34, 35, and 36. It was claimed that this machine will carry normal 36 point and
condensed faces up to 60 point. Twelve matrices to the split magazine. It was a single distributor
machine.

Model 28*
Introduced in 1935

This machine was similar to the Model 27 but carried one or three wide side magazines like the
Intertype Models H-1s.m. or H-3s.m.
One keyboard was provided for both main and side magazines, and the method of securing
matrices front the side magazine was accomplished in the same manner as on the late Model 14.

Blue Streak Linotypes
Blue Streak Linotypes introduced in 1936

Blue Streak Standard Models were Models 8-14-25-26-27-28-29-30.

Model 29
Introduced November 1936

This machine was a four main-magazine mixer, comparable to the Intertype F and G F4 and
G4, with magazine equipments and mixing possibilities as follows:
One 72 and one 90, mix from both magazines.
Two 72, mix from both magazines.
Two 90, mix from both magazines.
One 90 and two 72, mix from first two only.
Two 90, one 72, mix from first two only.
Three 90, mix from first two and bottom two.
Three 72, mix from first two and bottom two.
Four 72, mix from first two, second two and bottom two.
Four 90, mix from first two, second two and bottom two.
Two 72 and two 90, mix from first two and bottom two.

Model 30
Introduced in 1936

This machine was similar to the Model 29 but carried two. three or four side magazines. Mixing
of side magazine matrices was accomplished in the same manner as in the main magazine shift.
Following was a list of possible magazine equipment which
Price Of full magazine for Models 27 and 28, $225.00, lower split, $190.00 each.
Is similar to Intertype two and four-magazine F-4s.m. and G-4s.m.:
One 72 and one 90, with two side magazines, mixing both magazines.
One 72 and one 90, with four side magazines, mixing both magazines.
Two 72, with two side magazines, mixing both magazines.
Two 72, with four side magazines, mixing both magazines.
Three 72, with three side magazines, mixing first two and bottom two.
Four 72, with two side magazines, mixing first two, second two and third two.
Two 72 and two 90, with two side magazines, mixing from first two and bottom two.
Two 72 and two 90, with four side magazines, mixing from first two and bottom two.
One 90 and two 72, with three side magazines, mixing from first two only.
Two 90 and one 72, with three side magazines, mixing from first two only.
Two 90, with two side magazines, mixing from first two.
Two 90, with four side magazines. mixing from first two.
Three 90, with three side magazines, mixing from first two and bottom two.
Four 90, with two side magazines, mixing from first two, second two, third two.
Four 90, with four side magazines, mixing from first two, second two, third two.

Model 31
Single distributor machine called a Master Model

This machine could be supplied in two styles. One style was the same as the Model 8 and could
be supplied as a 1, 2, 3, or 4 main (split or full-length) magazine machine.
The other style was known as the Two-in-One and carried 72 and 90-channel magazines
starting from two main magazines in combinations as follows:
Three 72 and one 90-channel magazine or vice versa, or two 72 and two 90-channel magazines
or vice versa, or one 72 and one 90 or two 90 and one 72. Also, 72 or 90-channel magazines
could be placed in any position.
The change of magazines was accomplished by a dial for selecting the proper channel
entrance. These machines were known as Blue Streak models.

Model 32

Same as Model 31 only equipped with 1, 2, 3, or 4 side magazines.
This machine replaces the Model 14. Both models could be had as 42-em machines, also
regular and low quadding, fixed indention, and 6-pocket mold disk at additional cost. Both models
were supplied as 1, 2. 3, or 4 main or side magazine machines except in the 72-90 combination
nation which starts with two main magazines.

Model 33 (2 in 1) Non-Mixer*

Equipped with 2 or 4 magazines carrying Special Extra Wide 72 and Extra Wide 90-channel
main magazines. The 90-channel magazines carry 24 pt. normal faces and the 72-channel
magazines carry 36 pt. faces.
The 72-90 feature machine requires a special channel entrance change when shifting from 90 to
72-channel magazines and vice versa and in addition there were other changes, five or six,
necessary before matrices could be assembled.

Model 34 Non-Mixer*

Same as Model 33, with 1 side magazine. Also supplied in the 72-90 feature.

Model 35 Mixer*
This super display model was similar to the Model 33 except that it was a mixer machine. It
carried the same extra wide 72 and extra wide 90-channel magazines as the Model 33 and it was
our understanding that the Model 35 had the same type of channel entrance as was carried on the
Model 33. This model carried two or four main magazines only.

Model 36 Mixer*

Same as Model 35 except the two main-magazine machine carried two auxiliary magazines and
the four main-magazine machine carried four auxiliary magazines.

Linotype Junior

Introduced (one-letter, low base) June, 1902, (one-letter, high base) July, 1907, (two-letter)
January, 1908.
Except in general principles, this machine was wholly unlike any other Linotype. It was designed
for small newspaper offices, first as a one-letter machine and later two-letter. Practically none
have been sold for the past few years, particularly since the advent of Models 10 and 15, The
machine was very troublesome and very few were running today. Most of them have been taken
back by the Linotype Company, in part payment for other models.
The Junior was a slow machine, setting from two to four thousand ems per hour. It cannot
produce slugs wider than 13 ems, and seldom was used for more than one size and body. Quite a
variety of faces were furnished, in 6, 8 and 10 point sizes, but changes from one to another were
tedious and not frequently attempted.

